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The bare is out and cover is in! Come December, the
darkest and coldest time of the year in northern India is
enveloped in woolens to block the gushes of cold wind.
However, it does not mean that we don’t put our best
face forward. In hair and make-up, experts from the
line suggest products that pep your hair and make-up
techniques to enhance your facial features. The revelation
is, while we await this beautiful season of health and
happiness, the business of beauty is soaring, too.
As we go digital for its time saving, easy accessibility
features, our electronic gadgets are high on technology
and are our friends in disguise. We are hooked onto them.
Are not we? When we optimise the use of technology,
players in the salon and spa will automatically attract
more customers and retain the old ones. Be it websites
and social media platforms, companies have to harness
technology to increase the piece of their pie and also
know that if they don’t keep up with technology, they
will soon lose out. So our cover story delves into the
importance of technology that has grown to become a
game-changer and a proÄtable source in the business
of beauty and wellness. Our edgy, yet informative, cover
story explores the potential of technology that will take our
businesses to the next level.
The beauty industry is changing and ever growing, but
some products have maintained their strength. We bring
to you 13 inÅuential tech-savvy products that are bestsellers.
In hair, Artistic Hair Director, Dessange Mumbai, Loic
Chapoix talks candidly about his stay in India, his
association with the brand and his future plans. In the
Spa Focus section, Spa lie Vie L’Occitane in Mumbai, has
an enviable edge over the rest. Saif Usmani, Spa Head
at Shine Spa by Sheraton in Bangalore, shares precious
information on the USP of the spa.
As the year draws to a close, festivity soars high.
TRESemmé and TIGI, renowned hair care brands, suggest
fantastic hairstyles to paint the town red.
All this and more in this issue. Wishing you success in
your business in the year to come.

Hair: D&J Ambrose
Photo: Aaron Dunsworth
Make-up: Nicola Hamilton
Stylist: Melissa Yates
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Snippets Latest news and updates of the beauty and hair industry.
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New openings Salons and spas across the country.
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Outskirt volume blow dry
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/LHKVMMLYZOLYL»Z`V\YJOHUJL
[V[Y``V\YOHUKH[ZVTLOHPY
JVJR[HPSPUN3L[JYLH[P]P[`HUKJ\Z[VTPZH[PVU
ILZLJYL[Z[V`V\YZ[`SPUNZ\JJLZZ(X\PJR
Ä_MVY`V\YIPNNLZ[OHPYPZZ\LZ^VU[JVTL
MYVTVULTHNPJWYVK\J[I\[RUV^PUNOV^
[VTP_[^VMHI\SV\ZVULZTPNO[Q\Z[KV[OL
[YPJR:\WLYIZ[`SPUNPZHSSHIV\[TP_PUN

Interview Loic Chapoix, Artistic Hair Director, Dessange Mumbai, shares his

4P_PUN`V\YOHPYWYVK\J[ZPZ[OLILZ[^H`
[VNL[[OLL_HJ[YLZ\S[Z`V\^HU[;OLZL
J\Z[VTOHPYJVJR[HPSZ^PSSKP[JO`V\YIHK
OHPYKH`ZMVYNVVK.YHI`V\YMH]V\YP[LWPJR
MYVT)LK/LHK»ZL_[LUZP]LJVSSLJ[PVUVM
YL]VS\[PVUHY`OHPYZ[`SPUNWYVK\J[ZHUKNL[
[OLKLZPYLKSVVRMVYL]LY`WHY[``V\H[[LUK
;0.0*LSLIYP[`Z[`SPZ[:H]PV1VOU7LYPLYH
HSZVZ\NNLZ[ZOHPYJVJR[HPSPUN>P[OOPZ

;OPZHTHaPUNWHY[`SVVRJHUILHJOPL]LK
I`JVJR[HPSPUN;0.0)LK/LHK:THSS
;HSRHUK;0.0)LK/LHK;V[HSS`)HRLK
=VS\TPZPUNHUK7YLWWPUN/HPY4LYPUN\L
;V[HSS`)HRLK^PSSHKKHTHaPUN[OPJRULZZ
HUKTV]LTLU[^OLYLHZ:THSS;HSR^PSS
HKKPTTLUZL]VS\TLNYLH[[L_[\YLHUK
SVUNSHZ[PUNISV^KY`

YLTHYRHISLL_WLYPLUJLVMTVYL[OHUH
KLJHKL7LYPLYHMLLSZUVOHPY[`WLPZZPTPSHY
/HPYZ[`SPUNWYVK\J[ZULLK[VILWHPYLK
[VNL[OLYPUVYKLY[VTHRL`V\YOHPYKYLHTZ
JVTL[Y\L;O\ZP[»ZLZZLU[PHS[VTP_
HUKJVJR[HPSWYVK\J[Z[VNL[[OH[KLZPYLK
SVVR;0.0^P[OP[Z\UPX\LWYVWVZP[PVUVM
Z[`SPUNWYVK\J[Z^PSSOLSW`V\H[[HPU[YLUK`
OHPYZ[`SLZMVY[OPZWHY[`ZLHZVU

journey from Paris to Mumbai and views on the Indian hairdressing industry.

36-42
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I\U;V[HSS`)HRLK^PSSNP]L`V\YOHPY]VS\TLHUK
[L_[\YL^OLYLHZ(M[LY7HY[`^PSSPTWHY[HNSVZZ`
ZOPULHUKZTVV[OLU[OLOHPY^OPSZ[JVUKP[PVUPUN
HUKTVPZ[\YPZPUNMVYZPSR`ZVM[SVJRZ

Innovation Rémy Laure’s Mud Series for those who believe in natural beauty.

French bun

Partial braid
Messy braid
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[OH[^PSSWYV]PKLÄYTULZZHUK
[L_[\YL[V[OLOHPY

Cover story In order to have a competitive edge, players in the salon and spa
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Messy bun
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space need to utilise all the resources possible and come up on top of their
/($':;69@

game or they will soon lose out.



[LJOZH]]`WYVK\J[Z[OH[
OH]LJOHUNLK[OLMHJLVM[OL
ILH\[`PUK\Z[Y`

FACE PEELS
)PV:\YMHJL7LLSI`+LYTHSVNPJH
7HFKQRORJ\XVHG)PV:\YMHJL7LLSPZMVYT\SH[LK^P[O[OLTVZ[WYVNYLZZP]L
[LJOUVSVN`H]HPSHISL[VTPUPTPZL[OLKV^U[PTL^OPSLZ[PSSH[[HPUPUN[OLL_JLW[PVUHS
YLZ\S[Z0[»ZHIPVSVNPJHSS`HJ[P]LIPWOHZPJWLLS[OH[OLSWZ[VYLK\JLÄULSPULZ
WPNTLU[H[PVUHUKHKKYLZZHJULIYLHRV\[Z;OPZWLLSJHUIL\ZLKVUS`I`[YHPULK
[OLYHWPZ[Z
(IÀFDF\RIWKHSURGXFW;OLÄYZ[Z[LWVM[OLWLLSPUNWYVJLZZ\ZLZHULUa`TL
ZVS\[PVU^OPJOILNPUZ[VSVVZLU[OLZRPUJLSSZHUK[OLU[OLHJPKHJ[P]LPZHWWSPLK
^OPJOWLUL[YH[LZIL[[LYHUKTPUPTPZLZPYYP[H[PVU5V[VUS`PZ[OLYLHJVTIPUH[PVUVM
(/(ZHUK)/(ZHSVUN^P[OV[OLYPUNYLKPLU[Z[OH[JHSTHUKO`KYH[L[OLZRPU[OL
WLLSPZW/MVJ\ZLK[VH[[HPUTH_PT\TYLZ\S[ZVM[OLZLHJPKHJ[P]LZ^P[OV\[\ZPUNH
OPNOLYJVUJLU[YH[PVU(SV^LYW/ZVS\[PVU^P[OSV^LYJVUJLU[YH[PVUVMHJPKHJ[P]LZ
PZ\ZLK[VM\Y[OLYYLK\JLPYYP[H[PVUHUKKV^U[PTL([[OLLUKVM[OL[YLH[TLU[HZ
KLJLSLYH[VYPZ\ZLK[VKLHJ[P]H[L[OLHJPKHJ[P]LHUKILNPU[OLYLWHPYPUNWYVJLZZ
3DFNDJLQJ;OLRP[JVU[HPUZMV\YWYVK\J[ZHUKOHZHUH[[YHJ[P]LWHJRHNPUN[OH[
RLLWZ[OLJVU[LU[ZZHML
6SHFLDOFDUHWDNHQWRLQFUHDVHWKHVKHOIOLIHRIWKHSURGXFW(ZWLY<:-+(
YLN\SH[PVUZILZ[\ZLKTVU[OZMYVT[OLKH[LVMVWLUPUN

[r:kZ]aZgZO;aZmgZ`Zk

44-47

Lead story Tech-savvy products that have changed the face of the beauty
industry.

48-49

.LS7LLSI`6

In Ärst person Adil Akhtar, the rising hair and make-up artist talks about his

FOUNDATION
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7HFKQRORJ\XVHG.LU[SLTHU\HS
L_MVSPH[PVUTL[OVK
(IÀFDF\RIWKHSURGXFW=LY`LMMLJ[P]L
HUK`V\JHUZLLPTTLKPH[LYLZ\S[Z<ZL
VUJLL]LY`KH`Z
3DFNDJLQJ0[JVTLZPUHTSNSHZZIV[[SL
^P[OHW\TW^P[OHSS[OLPUZ[Y\J[PVUZVU[OL
IV_
6SHFLDOFDUHWRLQFUHDVHVKHOIOLIHRIWKH
SURGXFW:[VYLPUHJVVSKY`WSHJL

NAIL LACQUER

-SH^SLZZ-V\UKH[PVU:7-I`5H[PV

initial challenges, lifetime learnings and more.

-HJL7LLSI`(]HUP

7HFKQRORJ\XVHG3\TPUV\ZWLLS
[LJOUVSVN`^P[OTPJYVKLYTHIYHZPVU0[OHZ
:HSPJ`SPJ(JPK.S`JVSPJ(JPK[OH[YLK\JL
[HUUPUNHUKZVM[LU[OLZRPU3HJ[PJ(JPK[OH[
ZTVV[OLUZHUKYLQ\]LUH[LZ2VQPJ(JPKOLSWZ
[VIYPNO[LUHUK^OP[LU[OLZRPU
(IÀFDF\RIWKHSURGXFW*SHPTZ
[VILLMMLJ[P]L
3DFNDJLQJ([[YHJ[P]L^OP[LIV[[SL
6SHFLDOFDUHWRLQFUHDVHVKHOIOLIHRIWKH
SURGXFW:[VYLPUHJVVSKY`WSHJL
H^H`MYVTZ\USPNO[

*OPUH.SHaLI`,ZZRH`)LH\[`9LZV\YJLZ

7HFKQRORJ\XVHG0U[LUZP]LS`TVPZ[\YPZPUN5H[PV»Z-SH^SLZZ-V\UKH[PVU:7-OHZHM\SSJV]LY
MVYT\SH^P[OHOPNOWPNTLU[SVHK[OH[YLÄULZ[OLZRPU[L_[\YLHUKJVUJLHSZISLTPZOLZYLKULZZHUK
\UL]LUWPNTLU[H[PVU
(IÀFDF\RIWKHSURGXFW0U[LUZLS`TVPZ[\YPZPUNHUKLHZPS`ISLUKHISL[OLMV\UKH[PVUHSSV^Z[OLZRPU
[VIYLH[OL^P[OV\[JSVNNPUN[OLWVYLZ0[JVU[HPUZSPNO[MHZ[HIZVYIPUN1VQVIHHUK9VZLOPW6PSZMVYH
ZVM[YLQ\]LUH[LKZRPU
3DFNDJLQJ;OLHPYSLZZW\TWHWWSPJH[VYTHRLZMVYULH[UVTLZZKPZWLUZPUN
6SHFLDOFDUHWDNHQWRLQFUHDVHWKHVKHOIOLIHRIWKHSURGXFW:[VYLH^H`MYVTKPYLJ[Z\USPNO[
HUKTVPZ[\YL

7HFKQRORJ\XVHG4HKLMYVT*OPUH*SH`[OLSHJX\LYHKKZZOPULVU[OLUHPSZ
HUKHSZV^VYRZHZHUHPSOHYKLULY
(IÀFDF\RIWKHSURGXFW(U[PZJYH[JOHU[PJOPW[OLSHJX\LYZHYLSVUNSHZ[PUN
3DFNDJLQJ;OLSHJX\LYJVTLZPUHNSHZZIV[[SL;OLZLHSVU[OLIV[[SLZH`Z
TTVYTT^OPJOPZºILZ[\ZLKILMVYL»
6SHFLDOFDUHWDNHQWRLQFUHDVHWKHVKHOIOLIHRIWKHSURGXFW;OLSHJX\LY
ZOV\SKILRLW[H^H`MYVTKPYLJ[Z\USPNO[HUKL_[YLTL^LH[OLYJVUKP[PVUZZOV\SK
ILH]VPKLK
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Beauty Hair and make-up expert Puja Taluja’s, simple yet effective steps to look
gorgeous on any occasion in the winter season.

52/(46+,3:

The look created by
Yatan and Jojo for
Rana Gill, fashion
designer

67-72

@H[HUHUK1VQV
+`UHTPJK\V

International stylist Christophe Gaillet, top hairstylist, shares his mesmerising

=EXER%LPY[EPMEERH.SNSLEZIWTIRXSZIVEHIGEHI
MRXLILEMVJEWLMSRERHKVSSQMRKFYWMRIWW;MXLE
VIZSPYXMSREV]ZMWMSRXLI]LEZIWIXYT=ERH)7X]PI
1IHME4ZX0XH[LMGLMW-RHME WPIEHMRKQEOIYTLEMV
ERHJEWLMSRWX]PMRKGSQTER]

photo essay called Natural High.
74

-RMR0Z[HY[LKT`JHYLLYPU4\TIHP
H[[OLHNLVMHUK[OLU[YHPULKH[
*VTWSL_PVUZ0U[LYUH[PVUHS3VUKVU
:JOVVSVM4HRL\WHUK4VYYPZ
4HZ[LY*SHZZ0U[LYUH[PVUHS:JOVVSVM
/HPYKYLZZPUN3VUKVU0OH]LSP]LK
HUK^VYRLKPU3VUKVU([OLUZHUK
7HYPZMVYTVYL[OHUÄ]L`LHYZ>OPSL
PU,\YVWL0OH]L^VYRLK^P[O[OL
^VYSK»ZSLHKPUNMHZOPVUSHILSZHUK
KLZPNUOV\ZLZ0TV]LKIHJR[V0UKPH
PU [VZWHYR[OLILH\[`HUK
MHZOPVUTV]LTLU[PU[OLJV\U[Y`
:PUJL[OLU0OH]LILLUWHY[VMHSS[OL
THQVYMHZOPVU^LLRZHUKZOV^Z¹

Spa focus Visual dynamics of Spa la Vie by L’Occitane in Mumbai; interview of

Yatan Ahluwalia at the L’Oréal Profesionnel
Colour Trophy

Saif Usmani, Spa Head, Shine Spa in Sheraton, Bangalore; spa packages
and more.
82

;OLILNPUUPUN
<DWDQ0Z[HY[LKT`JHYLLYH[I`
JVU[YPI\[PUNHY[PJSLZHUKMLH[\YLZMVYZL]LYHS
UL^ZWHWLYZ([[OL3PTJH)VVRVM
9LJVYKZHJJYLKP[LKTLHZ0UKPH»Z`V\UNLZ[
YLN\SHYS`W\ISPZOLKJYP[PJ
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<DWDQ>OLU0Z[HY[LK0OHK[VL_WSHPU
^OH[HZ[`SPZ[KVLZHUK^OH[HUPTHNL
JVUZ\S[HU[PZ
-RMR<U[PS0Z[HY[LK[OLPUK\Z[Y`^HZ
SPTP[LK[VZHSVUZ0^HU[LK[VIYLHR[OL
UVYTHUKLZ[HISPZOOHPYHUKTHRL\WMVY
OPNOMHZOPVU

.YV^[OVM[OL0UKPHUOHPYPUK\Z[Y`
<DWDQ,]VS\[PVUUL]LYZ[VWZ
-RMR>LOH]LJVTLHSVUN^H`I\[Z[PSS
OH]LTPSLZ[VNV

9VSLHUK]PZPVUMVY@HUK,:[`SL
4LKPH
<DWDQ(Z[OL*VMV\UKLYHUK6WLYH[PVUZ
/LHKV\YRL`HYLHZHYLJVYWVYH[L
NYVVTPUNZVM[ZRPSSZ[YHPUPUNHUKPTHNL
THUHNLTLU[>L^VYRHJYVZZT\S[PWSL
ZLJ[VYZSPRLOVZWP[HSP[`H]PH[PVU[V\YPZT
IHURPUNOLHS[OJHYLYL[HPSTLKPHHUKV[OLY
JVYWVYH[LZLJ[VYZ(ZWHY[VMV\Y0THNPUN
HUK.YVVTPUN7YVNYHTTL^LJV]LY
JYLH[PVUVMSVVRZTHRLV]LYZWLYZVUHS
NYVVTPUNHUKO`NPLULWVPZLWVZ[\YL
JVUZ\S[H[PVUVUJSV[OLZ\UPMVYTZHUK
HJJLZZVYPLZ
-RMR(Z[OL*VMV\UKLYHUK+PYLJ[VY0
OLHK[OL/HPYHUK4HRL\WKP]PZPVUHUK
HSZV^VYRVU[YLUKZWYVK\J[ZLSLJ[PVU
JHTWHPNUZHUKWYVTV[PVUHSHJ[P]P[PLZMVY
U\TLYV\ZIYHUKZ;OLU^LOH]LMHZOPVU
^LLRZHUKZOV^ZIYPKHSHWWVPU[TLU[Z
WOV[VZOVV[ZWYPU[HUKLSLJ[YVUPJTLKPH
UL^ZJOHUULSZWYVK\J[SH\UJOLZL]LU[Z
ÄSTZHK]LY[PZPUNHUKILZWVRLJSPLU[Z>L
OH]LH[LHTVMV]LY^LSS[YHPULKHUK
L_WLYPLUJLKZ[`SPZ[Z4HRLV]LYZWLYZVUHS
HWWVPU[TLU[ZHUKJVUZ\S[H[PVUZHYL
H]HPSHISL[VPUKP]PK\HSZTLUHUK^VTLUHZ
^LSSHZJVYWVYH[LJSPLU[Z

)\ZPULZZZ[YH[LN`
<DWDQ0UUV]H[LHUKKL]LSVW;OLSLHYUPUN
UL]LYZ[VWZ
-RMR)L[OLÄYZ[

(K]PJLMVYYPZPUNHY[PZ[Z
<DWDQ)LWYVMLZZPVUHSHUKHS^H`ZOH]L
ZVTL[OPUNUL^[VVMMLY@V\ULLK[VILIV[O
WH[PLU[HUKWYHJ[PJHS
-RMR0[[HRLZ[PTLHUKL_WLYPLUJL[VIYPUN
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Celeb style Sonu Nigaam opens about the basics of his hair care.
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Coffee break Try this quiz and win prizes.
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The look created by Yatan and Jojo for
Renyu Tondon, fashion designer
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InÅuencer Fashion designer, Manish Arora, on the importance of hair and
make-up in fashion.
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Events The social calendar: what’s happening when and where.
Step-by-step Layering up by Vivienne Mackinder.
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IN STYLE

Bed Head by TIGI
Blend for trendy styles
Bed Head pushes boundaries to showcase individuality and allows you to express yourself and
customise the latest trends. So this season, try out a punk pony, do a messy bun, create an up-do or just
blow dry your hair by cocktailing it with Bed Head products

W

ith the range of products that Bed
Head offers, here’s your chance
to try your hand at some hair
cocktailing! Let creativity and customisation
be secrets to your styling success. A quick
Äx for your biggest hair issues won't come
from one magic product, but knowing how
to mix two fabulous ones might just do the
trick. Superb styling is all about mixing.

Mixing your hair products is the best way
to get the exact results you want. These
custom hair cocktails will ditch your bad
hair days for good. Grab your favourite pick
from Bed Head’s extensive collection of
revolutionary hairstyling products and get
the desired look for every party you attend.
TIGI Celebrity stylist, Savio John Periera,
also suggests hair cocktailing. With his

remarkable experience of more than a
decade, Periera feels, no hair type is similar.
Hairstyling products need to be paired
together in order to make your hair dreams
come true. Thus, it’s essential to mix
and cocktail products to get that desired
look. TIGI with its unique proposition of
styling products will help you attain trendy
hairstyles for this party season.

French bun
Messy braid
Attain this classic hairstyle with TIGI Bed Head Dumb Blonde
Smoothing Stuff that will smoothen
en
the hair and impart great shine
combined with TIGI Bed Head
Hard To Get Texturing Paste,
that will provide Ärmness and
texture to the hair.
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Pull off a perfect tousled messy braid by cocktailing TIGI
Bed Head Hard To Get Texturising Paste and
TIGI Bed Head Totally Baked Volumising
and Prepping Hair Meringue. Hard To Gett
will provide texture and Ärmness, while
Totally Baked will add volume and keep
your texture intact.

TRENDS

TRESemmé
Top 5 hairstyles
The party season is on and you need to look your
stylish best. Daniel Bauer, OfÄcial Hair Stylist,
TRESemmé shows you how you can create some
stylish hair dos in a matter of minutes

Stylish bun
Prep your hair with TRESemmé Hair spa Rejuvenation shampoo and
massageable conditioner.
Blow dry your hair and with your Ängertips apply a handful of moose.
For thicker hair use more, for thinner hair, use less.
Tease the hair on the crown and brush the hair slight at an angle
which best suits your face. Brush the side sections very tight and pull
all hair into a medium high ponytail. The key is the sides should look
smooth, while the crown should have texture and look slightly loose.
Divide the ponytail into two sections, twist and wrap around the knot.
Hold in place with hair spray.

Photo: Shutterstock.com

Fabulous 40s
Prep your hair using the new TRESemmé Hair Spa Rejuvenation range
shampoo and the massageable conditioner.
Take a front section of hair and pin out of place, this is used to create the
fabulous wave. Pull the remaining hair into a tight, off centre-mid-ponytail. The
look should be tight and sleek on one side, with a Åowing wave on the other.
Divide the ponytail into two or three sections and tease the bottom sections
and smoothen the top with a comb, twist each section and wrap to create a
bun.
With the front section, tong it and structure the wave with a tail comb, pinning
the ends into the bun with bobby pins.
If you feel the body of your bun is too tight, gently pull it apart with your hands
or the end of a tail comb.
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LEAD STORY
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tech-savvy products that
have changed the face of the
beauty industry

[r:kZ]aZgZO;aZmgZ`Zk

FOUNDATION
Flawless Foundation SPF 15 by Natio
Technology used: Intensively moisturising, Natio’s Flawless Foundation SPF 15 has a full cover
formula with a high pigment load that reÄnes the skin texture and conceals blemishes, redness and
uneven pigmentation.
EfÀcacy of the product: Intensely moisturising and easily blendable, the foundation allows the skin
to breathe without clogging the pores. It contains light, fast absorbing Jojoba and Rosehip Oils for a
soft rejuvenated skin.
Packaging: The airless pump applicator makes for neat, no-mess dispensing.
Special care taken to increase the shelf-life of the product: Store away from direct sunlight
and moisture.
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VISUAL DYNAMICS

Spa la Vie by L’Occitane
The royal soak
History, cultures and people of the land surrounding the Mediterranean region have an
enthralling and spell binding effect on the entire world. This mesmerising civilisation
has been recreated in the form of Spa la Vie by L’Occitane, one of the largest day
spas in Mumbai. The place is awaiting its arrivals to take one onto a journey with a
platter full of majestic services in a nurturing ambience

L

ocated in Lower Parel and spread across 8,000 sqft, Spa la Vie by L’Occitane
is Mumbai’s largest day spa. This Mediterranean Wellness Sanctuary features
a water ensconced lounge, one of Mumbai’s only heated stone Hammam
beds, free standing bathtubs and private steam chambers in every treatment room,
VIP Couple’s Suites and a refreshing Spa courtyard with a 20ft Living Green Wall.
Every gesture, every ingredient, every ritual at the spa is drawn from a page of the
L’Occitane grand herbarium, a resource of hundreds of essential oils and natural
ingredients.
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INFLUENCER

Manish Arora
Eclectic eccentricity
He must be one of the few who takes pride in being
called an eccentric. It is this quality that lends the man
and the brand Manish Arora its unique flavour. In this
short interview, the ‘eccentric’ designer talks about his
love for fashion and what drives him
[rF^`aZFhg`Z:gZg]

You are one of the most eccentric/eclectic
designers, equally loved in India and abroad. What
is your inspiration?
I am mostly inspired by the diverse places I travel to and the people
I meet with. It’s encouraging to see different people interpreting
your work in their own little way.

Hair and make-up is an essential part of your
creations and look on the ramp. What goes into
the whole process of conceptualising and what
role do you play in creating the look, besides the
clothes?
It is about creating a vision and we share this vision as a team. Hair
and make-up together with accessories and clothes makes for a
complete picture.

You participate in many international fashion
weeks. How do you see the Indian fashion
industry on a comparative level?
I feel that it is different with every city/country. Even within India,
while Delhi is evolving, Mumbai is more evolved fashion wise.
Gradually fashion is spreading to places and people are increasingly
becoming interested.

What projects are you currently working on?
The next A/W ‘15 collection for Paris Fashion Week, S/S ‘15 for
Wills Lifestyle India Fashion Week.

What drives you criticism or appreciation?
There is a bit to take from both, I guess.

What’s an average day in the life of Manish Arora?
It surely has to be pumped up with just the right amount of energy!
I love listening to music while working. Even an average day
would not be average in reality. Also, it’s about creating something
beautiful in the end. Even the slightest innovation makes my day.

What are your future plans?
The brand ‘Manish Arora’ has to spread its wings into more genres.
The focus is also on my ready-to-wear Indian line, ‘Indian by
Manish Arora’ which offers clothes in affordable budgets for the
Indian market.
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SHOW REVIEW

Cosmoprof Asia 2014
Universal conÅuence
Cosmoprof Asia 2014, which was held from 12 to 14 November at the Hong Kong
Convention and Exhibition Centre, attracted close to 60,000 visitors from all over
the world. Organised by Cosmoprof Asia Ltd, a joint venture between UBM Asia Ltd
and BolognaFiere Group, the renowned trade show offered a wide variety of events,
demonstrations, seminars and als had a new exhibition area

C

hina, Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and
Japan were the top Äve Asian
sources of visitors outside of Hong
Kong. International attendees accounted
for 64 per cent of the total attendance with
38,059 visitors (up 1.3 per cent compared
to 2013) from 93 non-Asian countries. The
strong international turnout was underlined
by an increase in representation from USA
and European countries, such as, Belgium,
Denmark, Hungary and Sweden – together
with emerging countries such as Indonesia,
Myanmar, South Africa and Turkey. In terms
of exhibitor number and size, it was the
biggest show ever till date – 2,362 exhibitors
(up 9 per cent over 2013) from 42 countries
and regions covering in excess of 81,500
square metres of exhibition space (up 7 per
cent over 2013).

ProÄtable source
“Cosmoprof Asia is a doorstep to all Asian
markets and people from all over the world
Åy over here to look for new products. We
are exhibiting here for the Ärst time.We
have a non-stop Åow of clients, potential
franchisees and stockers who are important
for our products,” says Chris Bonnefoy,
Director of Gentlemen’s Tonic,Hong Kong.
These sentiments were echoed by many
other exhibitors at the show. Jason Kim,
General Manager of A.True, Korea told the
organisers, “We are aiming to expand our
products to the Asia market. We are so
happy that we already got a lot of meetings
with big buyers like Watsons and Sasa.”
France-based Le Petit Olivier added,
“It is the second year Le Petit Olivier has
taken part in Cosmoprof Asia. It is a real
opportunity and extremely important for us
to be in the French Pavilion which vehicles
high quality and professional image of
French cosmetics”
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New zone
It was the Ärst year that Cosmoprof Asia
launched the Spot On Beauty area, the
new launchpad for innovative beauty
brands in cosmetics, skin care, nail, hair
and personal care. About 146 brands from
17 countries and regions participated in
3,700 square meters at the convention
hall. 70 per cent were new exhibitors
including Black Paint – Myyuki Co., Ltd,
Japan, Intercosmetics srl (Italy) and the
Lotus, Korea. Within this area, Cosmoprof
Asia created a ‘sampling wall’, called
Boutique, where attendees could choose
seven travel-sized sample products from
sponsored brands with a donation of
HKD100 that would beneÄt the Hong
Kong Breast Cancer Foundation. Brands
included 86 Shop, Taiwan, A.True, Korea,
BaByliss PRO,US, Emilia Cosmetics Israel,
Joseristine, Hk, Kaloya, Taiwan, Parisienne,
Italy, Tangle Angel,UK, Veggie Soft,China,
to name a few.

Nails in the spotlight
Cosmoprof Asia 2014 also had a focus on
nail and accessories. About 124 companies
represented the full spectrum from nail
care to nail polish and nail accessories to
decorative tools.
The extensive product showcase was
further enlivened by International Nail Days,
a three-day programme that connected nail
professionals and promoted knowledge
exchange. Famous nail artists and industry
experts from Japan, Korea and France
shared with the audience their know-how
on the latest colour trends, texture and
technology.
The next edition of Cosmoprof Asia will
take place in Hong Kong from 11 to 13
November, 2015.

STEP BY STEP

Layering up

A

ce teacher and creative force Vivienne
Mackinder has added an innovative
chapter to her Hair Designer TV online
education library: the Layer Series. Mackinder was
propelled into action after discovering YouTube
tutorials showing consumers how to layer their
own hair using several different cutting tools.
“The sober reality of how the information age
has equalised a lot of things gave me food for
thought,” says Mackinder. “It made me question:
who is the competition? The hair salon down the
road or is the consumer stealing your lunch?”
Thinking it through, made Mackinder realise
how many professionals get stuck in a rut just
using their favourite square box layer technique.
So the need to make layering more couture,
create something that certainly the consumer –

and maybe even the salon down the road – could
not recreate became clear and spurred her into
action. “I’ve created a series of lessons to help
salon professionals be more creative by looking
at layering from a fresh perspective,” explains
Vivienne. “In my Layer Series you’ll see me
execute different techniques then coach young
stylists and senior stylists through the same
methods. It shows the common mistakes we
make and the familiar challenges we face when
either reducing or building weight when layering. “I
demo how to look at layering from a different point
of view, how to work with a razor, the efÄciency
and the control that’s required, how totally control
the weight to create beautiful and contemporary
layered hairstyles for today’s ever-discerning salon
client who demands and expects the best.”

Hair: Mina Lim for Pivot Point
Make-up: Amy Howard
Photo: David Placek

1

Section of hairline cut fringe.
Slide fringe to outline length.

2

Blend from fringe to the
baseline. Using a long sliding
motion. Continue at the back.
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